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NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

Position/Policy Statement
Vulnerable Road Users
NSC Policy/Position:
The National Safety Council (NSC) supports transportation policies that incorporate practices – such as
improvements to infrastructure, universal helmet laws, and lower speed limits – to protect vulnerable road
users, such as pedestrians, motorcyclists, and bicyclists.
Background:
The term vulnerable road user (VRU) is used mainly to describe those unprotected by an outside shield,
as they sustain a greater risk of injury in any collision with a vehicle and are therefore highly in need of
protection against such collisions.1 This broad definition can include (but is not limited to): a pedestrian; a
roadway worker; a person operating a wheelchair or other personal mobility device, whether motorized or
not; a person operating an electric scooter or similar; and a person operating a bicycle or other
nonmotorized means of transportation. Motorcycle operators can also be considered as VRUs due to
their lack of vehicle enclosure and higher risk of injury in a collision. This expansive definition should be
considered when understanding the scope of those interacting with roadways.
Vulnerable road user fatalities have been increasing in the U.S. at an alarming rate. In 2016, there were
5,987 pedestrian fatalities, a 9 percent increase from 2015, accounting for 16 percent of all traffic
fatalities.2 Motorcyclist fatalities exhibit a similar trend, with 5,286 motorcyclist fatalities in 2016, a 5
percent increase from 2015.3 Bicyclist fatalities, while they make up a smaller proportion of all traffic
fatalities, exhibit these increases as well with 840 bicyclist fatalities in 2016, a 1 percent increase from
2015.4
If the U.S. is able to eliminate crashes between vehicles and VRUs, over 11,000 lives could be saved
each year according to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) fatality reports.5
Roadway systems that account for VRUs have the added benefit of providing safe mobility options to the
ever-growing aging population and improve social inequities across a variety of indicators. Safe mobility
for all aids health, environment, quality of life and reduces isolation.678 Given that VRU safety is
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multifaceted, eliminating VRU fatalities and serious injuries will require a variety of strategies moving
forward, including the elimination of existing risks such as impaired, distracted and drowsy driving.
Strategies:
High conflict areas between motorists and VRUs are concentrated in urban and suburban settings.
Reducing motor vehicle speed in urban and suburban areas has proven effective at both reducing the
number and severity of vehicle-VRU crashes. For example, if a car traveling at 40 mph strikes a
pedestrian, the fatality rate for the pedestrian is 50 percent, but if that same collision occurs at 25 mph,
the pedestrian fatality rate decreases to 10 percent.9 More universally, the use of helmets for
motorcyclists and bicyclists of all ages has the potential to reduce injury severity in the event of a collision
by 69 percent and 60 percent, respectively.10,11 Infrastructure and roadway design and maintenance will
unquestionably need to be considered as well in order to reduce VRU fatalities and injuries.
Examples:
Speed Reduction:
Speed mitigation policies benefit all VRUs. These efforts may include setting speed limits using a Safe
System approach,12 stronger speed limit enforcement and infrastructure measures such as roundabouts,
speed bumps and other strategies.13 Urban and suburban areas, in which pedestrian and cycling traffic is
usually higher, especially benefit from lowering the speed limit, which does not require new infrastructure.
Even modest speed reductions could prevent many collisions and reduce the severity of injuries to
VRUs.14,15,16 New York City has been successful in reducing pedestrian fatalities, which fell to the lowest
level in a century in 2014 and have continued a downward trend when the city adopted new policies as
part of its Vision Zero plan. Two effective policy changes were reducing the city’s default speed limit from
30 to 25 mph and increasing enforcement of speeding laws, including the use of automated
enforcement.17
Boston found similar results after lowering the default speed to 25 mph from 30 mph in 2017. A study by
the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety found a reduction in mean speeds, an 8.5 percent reduction in
the odds of vehicles exceeding 30 mph and a 29.3 percent reduction in the odds of vehicles exceeding 35
mph. The study concluded that lowering the speed limit was an effective countermeasure for reducing
speeds and improving safety.18
Helmets:
Multiple studies have proven that the most effective personal protection for motorcyclists, bicyclists and
other non-motorized road users is the helmet. Evidence from systematic reviews shows that wearing a
helmet reduces the risk of a motorcyclist sustaining a fatal injury by 42 percent and the risk of sustaining
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any head injury by 69 percent.19 Helmet benefits to bicyclists are similar, with the risk of head injury
decreasing by 60 percent given helmet use.20 Numerous studies have looked at motorcycle crashes and
associated injury outcomes before and after helmet law establishment or reenactment. A majority of
studies support universal motorcycle helmet laws, with findings showing significant reductions in the
relative risk of fatality after universal helmet laws are put in place.21,22,23,24,25 Research on the efficacy of
cycling helmet laws in the U.S. is limited, but there is some evidence suggesting fewer fatalities among
youth in states with cycling helmet laws for young riders.26
Helmets play a critical safety role for motorcyclists and bicyclists. Motorcycle and cyclist helmet laws vary
widely among the states. Universal motorcycle helmet laws, which require all persons to wear a helmet,
are currently in place in 19 states and D.C.27 Laws requiring only some motorcyclists to wear a helmet –
usually determined by a combination of operator age, permit/license type, and insurance coverage – are
in place in 28 states. The remaining three states, Illinois, Iowa, and New Hampshire, have no motorcycle
helmet laws. No state law requires adults to wear bicycle helmets.28 In 21 states and D.C., young bike
riders (anywhere from age 11 to17 and younger) are required to wear a helmet.
Infrastructure:
Historically, roadway system design has given minimal consideration to VRUs. 29 As a result, optimal
conditions for sharing the road with a mix of users does not exist in many situations. This is especially
true in urban areas where the increased density of motorists and VRUs creates a greater incidence of
interaction between the two groups. Infrastructure and roadway changes can be strategically prioritized to
address high risks in high vehicle-VRU conflict areas, increasing cost effectiveness.30 Further,
infrastructure improvements, such as traffic calming devices, may be more attractive to municipalities
over other methods of VRU protection.
Efforts towards a more forgiving roadway and surrounding infrastructure are an integral part of a Safe
System approach to traffic safety and have the ability to decrease risk to VRUs. For pedestrians,
sidewalks and refuge islands (Image 1) can protect from collisions with motor vehicles. 31 On-road bike
routes as well as off-road bike paths provide the lowest risk for cyclists. 32 While motorcyclists must share
the roadway with motorists, roadside infrastructure changes, such as the modification of guardrails
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(Image 2) to be more motorcycle-friendly, can significantly reduce risk in the event of a crash. 33 These are
just a few examples of effective infrastructure countermeasures that improve VRU safety.

Image 1: Example of a refuge island.34

Image 2: Example of modified guardrails
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